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Institutional logics and the EU’s limited sanctioning capacity under 

Article 7 TEU 

 

1. Introduction  

 

The emergence of populist governments with an agenda of illiberal constitutional 

reforms in some EU Member States threatens the EU’s core values i.e. democracy and 

the Rule of Law (RoL).  The breaches of these values by the Hungarian (since 2012) and 

Polish (since 2016) governments threaten the underlying EU consensus and have 

created an ongoing crisis. The EU faces a dilemma: either the EU tolerates these regimes, 

thereby implicitly condoning their violations of the basic values, or it sanctions them, 

confronting the legitimacy of national (democratic) governments with the legal 

discipline of supranational RoL guarantees. The EU has so far addressed this disjunction 

using soft and partial mechanisms. This article aims to explain this limited sanctioning 

activity and argues that internal institutional logics of behaviour contribute part of the 

explanation. 

Protection of the RoL and democracy through a sanctions mechanism is not an 

exclusive feature of the EU. A significant number of regional organisations (ROs) and 

intergovernmental organisations have developed similar mechanisms in other regions 

(author, 2017). While other ROs such as Mercosur focus on democracy as the value 

protected, the EU has tackled breaches as offences against RoL: the broader and vaguer 

scope of the values in Article 2 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU) permits framing 

the erosion of the separation of powers (targeting mainly judicial independence) as a 
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RoL matter. However, organisations in other regions such as Latin America (Closa and 

Palestinis, 2018) and Africa (see Hellquist, 2018 and in this volume) have been much 

more assertive in activating sanctions mechanisms. Puzzlingly, most of these other 

organisations have institutional designs heavily skewed towards intergovernmentalism. 

What explains the EU’s limited sanctioning decisions? I argue that internal logics of 

behaviour within each of the institutions have inhibited more assertive actions. 

The Treaty of Nice (2000) introduced Article 7 and the Lisbon Treaty (2010) 

perfected it. Its drafters sought an insurance mechanism to prevent the post-communist 

members who had acceded in 2004 from backsliding towards authoritarianism 

(Sadurksi, 2010). Article 7 contains two different procedures which could be termed the 

‘preventive’ and the ‘corrective’ stages using an analogy with the terminology 

consolidated for the excessive deficit procedure in the area of fiscal and macroeconomic 

governance. These differ in the nature of the threat that they identify: the preventive 

stage concerns the ‘clear risk of a serious breach’ of values in Article 2, while the 

corrective stage applies to the actual (i.e. serious and persistent) breach of these same 

values. What is a ‘clear risk’, and what distinguishes it from a ‘serious and persistent’ 

one is not defined (with the exception that the second stage adds ‘persistent’). This lack 

of definition grants a significant margin of discretion for actors to interpret situations.  

These two stages are not necessarily successive, although logically they look so: 

while an offender could breach the values without any prior indication, it would appear 

more logical that previous signals would have indicated to national authorities the 

emergence of a serious risk of a breach. In fact, the ‘preventive’ stage originated in the 

willingness to employ a form of early warning that the 1999 Austrian RoL situation (see 
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section 5.3) provoked (Sadurski, 2010). In any case, nothing in the Treaties requires 

activating the preventive stage to activate the corrective stage. 

Table 1 here 

 

Activation of the procedure limits the EP’s role to the preventive stage while both 

the Commission and the Member States can trigger either stage. The decision-making 

requirements draw a crucial distinction between the two stages. While the preventive 

one requires a four-fifths qualified majority of the Council, plus the EP’s consent, the 

corrective stage requires the European Council to act by unanimity. Then, the Council 

may adopt sanctions by qualified majority. Pech and Scheppele (2017) explicitly blame 

the combined supermajority requirements in the Parliament and Council for the EU’s 

inaction, while Hooghe and Marks (2019) see unanimity as a sign of the reluctance of 

national governments to allow supranational bodies to intervene in domestic 

constitutional reform.  

Finally, sanctions in the proper sense, only exist at the end of the second stage. 

These are undefined since the only sanctions explicitly mentioned are the suspension of 

the offending state’s membership rights. The scope of treaty competence limits possible 

sanctions and this grants the Council a wide margin for manoeuvre to determine 

potential sanctions, with the only limitation being that these should consider the 

possible consequences for natural and legal persons. 

This paper explains the lack of sanctions as resulting from the institutional patterns 

of behaviour and interactions that Article 7 determines. Both the European Parliament 

(EP) and the Commission can initiate the procedure but in both cases, internal logics 

(partisanship on the one hand, and calculus about obtaining compliance on the other) 
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condition their performance. The lack of an assertive line from either cannot 

counterbalance the Member State governments’ tendency to inhibit action within the 

Council. 

To construct this thesis, I first discuss the theoretically informed patterns of 

behaviour that Article 7’s institutional design determines. I then present the cases and 

EU’s reactions to then. Next, I summarily present the evidence on the EU institutions’ 

performance, seeking to identify how they navigated their sanctioning options. The final 

discussion and conclusion present the paper’s main argument: partisan politics have 

dominated the EP’s actions towards the RoL mechanisms, though electoral 

considerations have tamed the protective stance towards offenders within the same 

party group. The Commission action derives from a combination of, on the one hand, 

the anticipation of the effects of any possible action combine the ‘compliance dilemma’ 

i.e. choosing to seek compliance either by sanctioning a state and thus risking alienating 

its national authorities or alternatively by engaging with offending states, inviting their 

commitment precisely by not imposing sanctions (Closa; 2019).  On the other hand, this 

combines with the calculation of the Council’s support and the effects of failure to 

obtain it decisively. This conditions its willingness to activate the sanctions mechanism. 

The combined effect leads to a preference for engagement mechanisms that which fall 

short of sanctions. Finally, procedures and voting rules within the Council permit 

offending governments to block decisions with the support of enough partners. Other 

governments are reluctant to apply sanctions because they resist EU interference in 

domestic constitutional structures, have ideological proximity with the offenders or feel 

solidarity prompted by fears of spill-over. In summary, each institution follows its own 

logic and thus a coordinated strategy is needed (Oliver and Stefanelli, 2016) which runs 
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counter to the logic of the institutional setup. However, evidence also shows that partial 

actions within the three institutions interact to produce a small but nevertheless 

perceptible and significant change in internal positions. 

 

2. Institutional logics within the EU sanctions regime 

 

Scholarship considers the EU the most advanced, even unique, example of 

supranational regional governance. Several legal and institutional elements justify this 

perception. First, EU secondary norms (EU law) acquire primacy and apply with direct 

effect within the Member States. Second, Member States have delegated authority to 

the independent agencies placed above them. Thus, the Commission benefits from 

delegated authority to initiate legislation, execute policies and guard the treaties, while 

the CJEU adjudicates on disputes and interprets EU law. Finally, Member State 

representatives in the Council take decisions by majority in most policy areas. 

Despite this, I argue that supranational institutions can follow logics of behaviour 

that – combining with intergovernmental logics – can yield suboptimal results for 

sanctions enforcement. Rather than identifying the locus of inaction in a single 

institution, this paper argues that the combination of the three produces such an 

outcome. Institutional logics derive from treaty rules that identify the institutions 

involved in specific decisions and their roles and interactions. Those rules determine the 

sequence of moves, the actors’ options and the information they control, and the rules 

thus affect the actors’ strategies and the outcomes of their interactions (Tsebelis and 

Garrett, 2001: 384). The EU therefore embodies a plurality of policymaking modes 

(Wallace, Pollack and Young, 2014: 7-8). Determining the precise model within a given 
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policy arena requires making explicit previous assumptions on the actors’ behaviour 

within a given institutional design. The EU’s Article 7 sanctions mechanism involves 

three institutions: Commission, Council and the EP. 

The subtleties of this design emerges when we apply existing models of 

institutional behaviour and interinstitutional interaction. Certainly, eschewing 

secondary legislation in developing Article 7 prevented the emergence of the traditional 

Commission-CJEU enforcement partnership (Marks and Hooghe; 2019). But this does 

not mean that the other EU institutions do not share the same interest in securing 

compliance with EU norms. My argument is that institutional preferences determine 

their behaviour regarding the enforcement of Article 7, and different logics inform these 

preferences. As a consequence, the interaction of the different logics have created a 

scenario in which, for the moment, the EP’s partisanship-dictated behaviour matches 

the national governments’ reluctance to act as enforcers of their partners’ compliance. 

Against that background, the Commission calculates the options for securing compliance 

rather than merely seeking enforcement (with no guarantee of compliance).  

Findings on EP behaviour varies depending on the issue. It tends to mobilise along 

party lines when voting on legislative proposals (Hix et al., 2007) but also as a conditional 

agenda setter (Tsebelis; 1994), a power maximiser when a veto is available (author, 

2019b), and as a Commission ally (Rosén, 2016). Within the context of RoL breaches and 

the activation of Article 7 sanctions, the prevalent explanations for the EP’s actions point 

towards the effects of partisanship in the EU (Sedelmeier, 2014 & 2017; Kelemen, 2016; 

Sargentini and Dimtrov, 2016): European party groups protect errant governments from 

their political family but are prepared to act against those that belong to different 

families. Kelemen (2020) has convincingly made partisanship a key component of his 
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notion of ‘authoritarian equilibrium’: (the EU) has not politicized sufficiently that 

autocrats’ Europarty allies pay meaningful reputational costs for supporting them or 

that the autocrats’ EU-level opponents can intervene in the ways that might help 

dislodge them. 

Several hypotheses can explain the Commission’s actions. First, partisanship could 

hypothetically explain the Commission’s behaviour: the proximity between the 

Commission and its President’s ideological orientation could explain its appetite for 

sanctions. Kelemen (2016: 226) thus claims that the Juncker Commission (2014-2019) 

ultimately refused to sanction the Orbán government because the Commission 

President and the majority of Commissioners were European Peoples Party (EPP) 

members who owed their dominance of the EU’s executive to the support of the EPP 

group in the European Parliament. However, this thesis contradicts research into 

Commission behaviour, which found no evidence that ideology, or more specifically 

party affiliation, plays any role in explaining the Commission’s activity (Wonka 2008, 

Kassim et al., 2013).  

The sanctions literature provides alternative explanations. A main effect of 

sanctions can be the ‘rally-round-the-flag’ effect that occurs whenever a threat of 

sanctions arouses a nationalist response within the target government or population, 

undermining the effectiveness of the sanctions threat (Galtung, 1967). Pervasive 

nationalism can further exacerbate the rally-round-the-flag effect since it inclines states 

and societies to endure considerable hardship rather than abandon what they view as 

national interests. Observers have warned that rally-round-the-flag effects could 

emerge if the EU activates Article 7 (Schlipphak and Treib, 2016; Editors CMLR, 2016: 

602), consequently increasing the support for exactly the domestic actors EU 
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intervention is supposed to counteract. Commission-led decisions can have a galvanising 

effect within the ‘impeached’ state and as a corollary, further alienate this Member 

State’s government and population from the EU and its institutions (Bieber and Maiani, 

2014; Wilms, 2017: 68). 

Third, interinstitutional dynamics can also inform Commission behaviour: formal 

and informal interaction with other EU institutions shape the Commission’s formal 

agenda-setting power (Marks, Hooghe and Blank; 1996). Whether these interactions 

limit, constrain or model Commission behaviour depends on the relative position of the 

other two decision-making institutions (i.e. the EP and the Council). These insights are 

particularly useful for understanding Commission behaviour under Article 7, where it 

has initiative power but does not intervene in decision-making, which depends on 

Council and Parliament. The theoretical expectation is thus that the Commission informs 

its tactical decisions on the procedure feeding in the other institutions’ expected 

behaviour. Kochenov and Pech (2016: 1066) argue that lack of Council support for 

activating Article 7 explains the Commission’s new Framework proposali and, in fact, 

other policy areas provide evidence of this calculated Commission attitude. Thus, the 

Commission has not proposed sanctions on excessive budgetary deficits since the 

Council voted down its 2003 recommendations to impose fines on France and Germany 

for breaching the Pact, despite opening more than 38 sanctions procedures. 

The Commission anticipates that lack of Council support could provoke unwanted 

and undesired negative effects, both for EU RoL protection and for the Commission itself 

(Closa, 2019). However, the offending government and authorities could also present 

the Council’s refusal to back the Commission as implicit endorsement of their 

constitutional and policy reforms, or it could be perceived as de-authorising the 
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Commission, thus undermining its authority in this and any other enforcement 

mechanism. Unsurprisingly, the Commission prioritises preserving its EU law 

enforcement toolkit rather than exhausting it without a minimum guarantee of success 

a political calculus criticised because insulation from politics was institutionally 

organised to enable it to take ‘difficult’ decisions to ensure the application of Union law 

(Pech and Scheppele, 2017a). 

This anticipation of Council behaviour points to alternative courses for action but 

it also melds with alternative explanatory hypotheses for Commission behaviour. Some 

see a contradiction between the ostracising effects of sanctions and the EU ethos of 

compromise, mutual accommodation and mutual trust (Hellquist, 2018). Are EU 

institutional actions (and specifically Commission actions) in Article 7 situations 

adequately informed for this ethos? Certainly, the Commission’s compliance-seeking 

strategy relies on a combination of formal and informal, and coercive and problem-

solving instruments, bundled together to maximise leverage (Sedelmeier, 2014: 113). 

The Commission prefers to resolve compliance breaches through structured dialogue 

with the relevant Member State (Batory 2016: 688). This preference derives from the 

Commission’s perception of a ‘compliance dilemma’: because the EU is a community of 

law, lacking real coercive power, it relies on voluntary compliance, enforcement and 

sanctions, which do not guarantee the acquiescence of national authorities to secure 

compliance. Even where enforcement is possible, lawyers agree that Member States’ 

compliance with EU law is ultimately voluntary and the EU is, unlike many federal states, 

not even theoretically empowered to use coercion to enforce EU law against a 

recalcitrant Member State (Bieber and Maiani 2014: 1060–1). The Commission appears 

to be aware of this dilemma and therefore seeks amicable solutions to potential RoL 
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conflicts, before risking a formal procedure which could create ‘trenches’ between EU 

institutions and the affected Member States (Wilms, 2017: 76). Accordingly, the 

Commission considers dialogue as the most appropriate way to address breaches of EU 

law, including conformity with Article 2 values. Pech and Scheppele (2017) have 

vigorously criticised this approach, which they view as based on the questionable 

presumption that a discursive approach could produce positive results: it simply delays 

invoking Article 7. In any case, this compliance dilemma informs Commission 

enforcement strategy and explains its preference for alternative mechanisms which 

avoid confrontation and enhance engagement with domestic authorities (Closa, 2019).  

The Council, on the other hand, lacks the collective will of the Commission and its 

working method essentially relies on the aggregation of its individual members’ 

preferences. Individual preferences thus determine much of the Council’s behaviour 

before interaction with any EU institution. Voting requirements also model the 

members’ behaviour. Specifically, under the sanctions mechanism’s unanimity 

requirement (see below), each individual government can veto a decision and all 

preferences thus initially count as equal. In this situation, the existence of more than 

one infringing government renders the deployment of the ‘biting’ clause of Article 7 

virtually impossible, unless the joint activation of Article 7 against both would permit 

removing the ‘fellow-traveller’ veto (Scheppele, 2016, Pech and Scheppele, 2017). The 

more lenient supermajority requirements also put the same question to national 

governments: are they prepared to act as sanctions mechanism enforcers? Scholars and 

commentators have blamed the Council for taking no action whatsoever in relation to 

the crises in Hungary and Poland (Oliver and Stefanelli, 2016; Pech and Scheppele, 

2017). In fact, governments have only used the purely bilateral option of bringing 
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another non-compliant Member State to the European Court of Justice for a violation of 

an obligation under the Treaties (Article 259 TFEU) six times (two of which were 

withdrawn) (Wilms, 2017: 65-66), illustrating the governments’ unwillingness to directly 

assume enforcement, and even less so sanctions.  

What explains the governments’ reluctance? There is evidence that Council 

partisanship could contribute to explaining legislative outcomes (Mattila, 2004; 

Aspinwall, 2007), but the evidence also shows partisanship’s absence in Council 

decision-making (Schneider and Urpelainen, 2014). What might then explain the 

Council’s preferences? Intuitively, preferences for the strict respect of national 

competences and geopolitical proximity combined with sympathy for political objectives 

of errand authorities could explain government positions. 

In summary, the three institutions behave according to internal logics that may 

combine to generate suboptimal conditions for the pursuit of enforcement via 

sanctions. The next section presents the cases and explains how I will seek to 

substantiate this thesis. 

 

3. Cases: RoL breaches and EU responses  

 

The illiberal agendas of the Hungarian and Polish governments prompted a RoL 

crisis in the EU. Their policies promote institutional capture and RoL backsliding. Without 

going into detail, the rich literature on backsliding agrees that reflects the introduction 

of legislation which undermines judicial independence, limits the powers of the 

Constitutional court and restricts NGO activity. The Hungarian government has gone 

even further by suppressing its Ombudsman and harassing the Central European 
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University (CEU) which finally changed its location to Vienna. Other governments such 

as Romania’s have also recently inspired significant concerns at the state of the national 

judiciary and widespread corruption, as well as legislating to attacking NGOs.  

EU responses include an array of instruments comprising critical EP resolutions 

against both governments, a number of infringement cases before the CJEU and the 

creation of new instruments (such as the Commission’s Framework on the RoL and the 

Council’s dialogue on the RoL). As for sanctions activity, in 2017 the Commission 

activated the preventive stage of Article 7 against the Polish government, while the EP 

did the same in 2018 against the Hungarian government.  

Methodologically, this paper rehearses a plausibility probe (Eckstein, 1975): it 

aims at probing into the details of a particular case to shed light on a broader theoretical 

argument. This method is particularly suitable given that access to empirical evidence 

on the preferences and motivations of two of the three institutions involved 

(Commission and Council) is difficult. Research into the EP’s Article 7 activity has 

unsurprisingly therefore advanced comparatively much more and theoretical findings 

on EP preferences have largely been consolidated. Empirical evidence for the 

Commission’s preferences and tactical decisions emerge from direct interviews with 

Commission officials (author, 2019) and primary sources, while secondary sources 

permit mapping national government preferences. 

 

4. The European Parliament: partisanship and its limits 

 

The EP has been the most active institution in engaging with RoL breaches in 

Member States since 2012 through resolutions and debates, but not activating Article 7 
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until 2018, when it started the preventive stage against the Hungarian government.ii A 

lack of parliamentary majorities explains the different outcomes. Considering the 

resolutions addressing specific Member State offences as a proxy, none obtained a 

majority similar to the one required to activate Article 7 (i.e. 2/3 MEPs). Exceptionally, 

the EP approved a 2016 Resolution on the recent developments in Polandiii and their 

impact on fundamental rights (448 MEPs in favour out of 693).  

Evidence shows patterns of behaviour of European Parliament party groups along 

ideological lines. Thus, the Liberals (Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe, ALDE, 

now called Renew Europe) have been particularly vocal and backed all the resolutions. 

A liberal (Sargenttini) drafted the Resolution which activated Article 7 against the 

Hungarian government. Liberals also led in proposing the establishment of a pact for 

democratic governance which practically mirrors the EU’s economic governance.iv This 

proposal did not obtain support in the chamber. Liberals do not govern in any of the 

offending states and they do not therefore need to ‘protect’ any friendly governments. 

Evidence shows partisanship at work for both the Party of European Socialists and the 

EPP, though the EPP has attracted the greatest criticism because of its support and even 

outright protection of the Hungarian Fidesz government. Already in 2013, most EPP 

MEPs voted against the Tavares Report (Pech and Scheppele, 2017b), and EPP vice-chair 

Manfred Weber dismissed it as a politically motivated attack on the Orbán government 

by leftist parties.v In 2018, 57 EPP MEPs voted against triggering Article 7 procedure, 

while 28 abstained. Ideological sympathy partly explains support, for instance, from 

numerous EPP MEPs from the Visegrad countries and the German Christian Democratic 

Union for Fidesz (Wolkenstein, 2018). But Fidesz support for the EPP plays a role in 

explanation. Thus, Fidesz support served to consolidate the EPP’s dominance of the EP 
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during the 2014-2019 term. Fidesz’s twelve seats contributed to the EPP’s slim majority 

over its main competitors for pre-eminence in the EP, the Socialist and Democrats Group 

(S&D) (221 versus 191). The EPP majority could have been vulnerable if the S&D had 

garnered support from other groups. Evidence shows Fidesz support for mainstream 

EPP policies. Thus, despite Fidesz’s long history of political animosity with Juncker, all 

Fidesz MEPs eventually voted in favour of his candidature as Commission President. 

Fidesz also voted in favour of the EPP’s candidate for the EP President, Antonio Tajani in 

2017. On the other hand, the EPP has rewarded support by placing Fidesz politicians in 

key leadership posts in the Parliament.  

EPP partisanship suffers from deep internal tensions going back at least to the 

2013 Tavares Resolution, which several EPP MEPs supported despite the party whipping 

against it. The 2019 elections came after Orbán’s latest attacks on the CEU and his 

vicious criticism of EPP and Commission President Juncker. Several EPP members 

requested the suspension of Fidesz, which happened on 20 March 2019. The EPP 

created a special committee of Three Wise Men to examine Fidesz’s adherence to the 

EPP’s standards. The committee produced a 13-point questionnaire that Orbán 

responded to in a wholly defiant and truculent tone, concluding in his final answer: sorry, 

this is a complete nonsense1 (see a summary of events in Kelemen; 2020). 

The result of the elections provided an excellent opportunity for Orbán to cash in 

his support for EPP in exchange for some trade-offs. The socialist candidate (and 

Commissioner in charge of the RoL), Timmermans had criticised the EPP and its 

candidate Manfred Weber severely for the cover they provide Orbán for RoL violations. 

As a lead candidate for the position of Commission President, Orbán rejected the 

 
1 Responses available at https://visegradpost.com/en/2019/06/18/orbans-answers-to-epp-letter/  

https://visegradpost.com/en/2019/06/18/orbans-answers-to-epp-letter/
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‘extremist pro-immigration’ left-wing Timmermans as ‘George Soros’s candidate’ and 

claimed that he (in along with the other Visgerad countries) had ‘successfully torpedoed’ 

him. He also welcomed the fact that the EPP candidate Manfred Weber could not 

become President of the Commission, as he had spoken disrespectfully about the 

citizens of several countries, including those of Hungary.vi Orbán then pushed for the 

election of the EPP’s von der Leyen and he (along with PiS) claimed that their EP votes 

had been instrumental in her election (she obtained 383 votes, 9 more than needed and 

allegedly, all 12 Fidesz and 26 Pis MEPs voted for her).vii In return, the EPP promoted a 

Fidesz MEP as Vice President of the Chamber and Fidesz members obtained three 

committee vice-chairs. In the aftermath of the election, von der Leyen indicated she 

would try to deescalate tensions between the Commission and the governments in East 

Central Europe over rule of law (Rettman 2019). Furthermore, even though the EP 

rejected the first candidate proposed by the Hungarian government for Commissioner, 

it approved the second (Várlhegy), and von der Leyen allocated him the enlargement 

and neighbourhood portfolio, very much sought after by Orbán. EP elections results and 

the process of designating top EU positions thus provided an unexpected scenario in 

which partisanship militated not only against strong enforcement of RoL protection but 

also conditioned the election of the next Commission president and rewarded 

partisanship. 

In contrasts, Poland’s PiS (Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, Law and Justice) belongs to the 

European Conservatives and Reformists (ERG) group along with the British 

Conservatives and AfD (Alternative für Deutschland) and this alignment places it in a 

much less comfortable position. PiS not only lacks the support of a dominant group but 

also belongs to one systematically at odds with the dominant mainstream EP groups. 
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Unsurprisingly, EPP (114 members out of 199), ALDE and S&D supported the 2016 

Resolutionviii that called for the activation of Article 7. After the 2019 elections, PiS did 

not obtain any relevant institutional positions in the EP although its leadership 

expressed hopes that their support would be rewarded with a different approach to rule 

of law protection. 

In summary, partisanship has conditioned EP actions. Moreover, the 2019 

elections results have created the right environment for the negative effects of 

partisanship to spill over to other institutions through its influence in the election of the 

Commission President and the Commissioners. This might cast doubts on the EP’s future 

capacity to act against RoL infringements. As the next section will show, this partisanship 

logic has differed significantly from the prominent one within the Commission. 

 

5. The Commission: anticipation of effects and the compliance dilemma 

 

The Commission has been the most engaged actor in relation to RoL breaches. It 

has launched a significant number of infringement procedures, it has created and 

activated the 2014 Framework for the RoL and, in 2017 it finally activated Article 7 

against Poland. The literature, however, unanimously concurs in its criticism of the 

Commission’s lack of assertive action. What explains the Commission action and 

inaction? Several causes coincide (Closa, 2019) but, in contrast to the EP, there is no 

evidence of partisanship. Rather, the anticipation of the effects of sanctions provides 

more convincing and compelling explanations. Several factors affect the Commission’s 

calculations. 
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5.1. Undesired domestic effects of sanctioning strategies 

 

The domestic reaction to illiberal policies has diverged between Hungary and 

Poland. In Hungary large demonstrations have backed the domestic stance towards the 

EU since 2012 (Varnagy, 2013). The apparent popularity of some government rhetoric 

(e.g. against migrants) has allowed it to contain any impact on its popularity. The 

Hungarian government has also skilfully exploited the Commission’s actions, criticising 

them as imperialist bullying similar to what Hungary endured from the Soviet Union in 

Communist days (Sadecki, 2014). Hungarian civil society initially reacted with protests 

at government backsliding, but their lack of success put civil resistance on hold. 

In Poland, however, a large number of demonstrations have punctuated the PiS 

legislatives initiatives, providing continuous challenge from Polish civil society to the 

government programme. In May and June 2016, thousands took to the streets in Poland. 

In October 2016, the Black Protest brought thousands of women out to march against 

new PiS laws restricting abortion. In December 2016, PiS regulation of Parliament media 

access prompted demonstrations of thousands that evolved into a broader protest 

against the government. However, the crisis did not seem to have affected the patterns 

of support among Poland’s main parties since the opposition simply mobilised people 

who already opposed the government anyway around questions too abstract for 

ordinary Poles, more concerned with socioeconomic issues on which Law and Justice is 

more in tune with public opinion (Szczerbiak; 2017). 

The Committee for the Defence of Democracy (KOD) has played a key role in 

mobilisations, not only because of its ability to attract large citizens support but also 

because its Europeanisation and internationalisation strategy invoked European identity 
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and Poland's integration with the EU, and depicted the PiS government as anti-European 

and Eurosceptic (Karolewski, 2016). By appealing to pro-European sentiments, this 

strategy diminished the government’s ability to mobilise a rally-around-the-flag 

response and, at the same time, increased the legitimacy of the EU’s actions. 

Empirical evidence (Closa, 2019) does not suggest that the patterns of domestic 

public opposition/support for offending governments influenced the Commission’s 

actions. Nevertheless, these patterns could have acted as indicators of the relevant 

states’ long-term engagement with the broader European project. The next section 

discusses this issue, which shows causative elements for explaining the Commission’s 

behaviour.  

 

5.2. The compliance dilemma  

 

The Commission learnt about the risk of Member State’s long-term 

disengagement during the experience of applying sanctions against Austria in 1999 

(Merlingen et al. 200). On that occasion, even though there was not an official EU 

response, several EU governments withdrew their ambassadors to Austria in reaction to 

the accession of the far right Austrian Freedom Party to government. Neither the 

Commission nor the Council decided any sanction and, yet, this episode plays a very 

important role in the Commission’s calculations on whether to activate Article 7. 

Accordingly, Timmermans opined that the Austrian precedent actually weakened the 

EU’s capacity to act because it was a political response with totally counterproductive 

outcomes. As a consequence, the Commission learned about the need to listen to and 

dialogue with an offending government (Timmermans, 2015). 
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The Commission therefore prefers engagement strategies and punctual 

enforcement through infringement procedures (Closa, 2019). With respect to the 

former, the Commission launched its RoL Framework in 2014 precisely to engage and 

improve the basis for interacting with national authorities. Despite encountering 

criticism, engagement has permitted the Commission’s to amplify its concerns to a wider 

EU audience, including national governments, and to raise awareness about the 

situation in Hungary and Poland what appears to be a precondition for government 

mobilisation. 

 

5.3 Preference for infringement procedures.  

 

In Commission eyes, infringement procedures provide a clear legal basis which 

firmly establishes its legitimacy to act. The Commission noted in its 2003 Communication 

on the RoL of 2003 that ‘Article 7 is not confined to areas covered by Union law. 

Moreover, the Union could act not only in the event of a breach of common values in this 

limited field but also in the event of a breach in an area where the Member States act 

autonomously’.ix  In short, the Commission interpreted that Article 7 TEU is not limited 

to the acquis. However, it has based its actions on the existence of specific legal bases 

that permit the use of infringement procedures. Accordingly, the Commission identified 

a large number of violations of EU law in relation to Hungary, but concluded that 

‘concerns about the situation in Hungary are being addressed by a range of infringement 

procedures and pre-infringement procedures, and that also the Hungarian justice 

system has a role to play’ (Jourova, 2015). The Commissioner concluded that there were 

no ‘grounds at this stage to trigger Article 7 or the RoL Framework’. 
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The domestic reactions encountered justify the Commission’s preference for 

specific legal bases for concrete actions: when it activated the RoL Framework, the 

Polish authorities challenged its competence. Polish President Duda and Foreign Affairs 

Minister Waszczykowski claimed that the Commission had ‘overstepped its bounds’. PiS 

leader Kaczyński threatened to bring the Commission before the CJEU. The Polish 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs declared that Poland was ready to defend its claims at the 

Court of Justice and argued that it is for the Court of Justice to decide whether a member 

state has failed to fulfil an obligation imposed on it by the Treaties.x Although those 

threats never materialised, the Commission boldly argued that its intervention was 

strictly limited to specific violations of EU values. Timmermans declared that the only 

ones who could determine the fate of the Polish nation are the Polish people and that no 

one else could do that. But he also argued that the Commission must fight any violations 

of the Treaties (Timmermans, 2017).  

 

5.4 Anticipation of Council support 

  

Research (Closa, 2019) confirms that the expectation of obtaining support from 

the Council conditions the Commission’s decisions on whether to trigger Article 7. 

President Juncker bitterly deplored the fact that the Council a priori refusal to support 

the Commission, de facto obviates Article 7.xi The Commission has thus aimed at 

preparing a sufficient supporting majority, or at least a more favourable environment in 

the Council. For this, the Commission has recurrently put the issue on the Council 

agenda to force it to debate and after each of these debates, the Commission recorded 

the Council’s support for its actions. Thus, First Vice President Timmermans noted after 
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the May 2017 Council discussions, that a very broad majority of Member States 

supported the Commission's role and efforts to address this issue. He also recorded the 

support for Commission continuing dialogue with a view to resolving the pending issues 

and Council acceptance of being updated as appropriate (Timmermans, 2017). 

Commission anticipation depended on calculating the Council’s position, which the next 

section presents. 

 

6. The Council: prevention of competence extension, ideological sympathy and 

fear of spill-over effects 

 

The Council has remained extremely cautious in its approach to RoL breaches, let 

alone sanctions. When the Commission created its new 2014 Framework for the 

protection of RoL in 2014, the Council Legal Service delivered a strongly critical opinionxii 

which probably reflected the views of the more critical governments. In response, the 

Council created its alternative Annual RoL Dialogue which merely articulates a process 

of debate, dialogue and engagement with all member states, EU institutions and 

stakeholders that could consider the need of a collaborative and systemic method [sic].xiii 

Unsurprisingly, the Dialogue has attracted harsh criticism because it is at best conceived 

as a mechanism for values promotion or at worse, it asks Member States to report on 

themselves (Pech and Scheppelle; 2017). Since triggering Article 7, the Council discussed 

the situation in Poland on six occasions in 2018 and held three formal hearings plus an 

additional hearing on Poland. Why have Member State governments refrained from 

acting? Evidence shows three factors at work. 
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a. A genuine distaste for a perceived unwanted expansion of EU powers and more 

precisely, EU Commission powers. Reflecting this view, the Council Legal Service 

opinedxiv that the Commission had competence on the matter. Several governments 

harbour doubts about the extent of EU competence to adjudicate on domestic 

constitutional issues and are, moreover, eager to assert the autonomy of 

democratically elected governments. Thus, the UK government argued that in the 

Commission’s Framework was an unwanted expansion of EU powers.xv Other 

governments, such as Bulgaria’s, repeated similar concerns at being required to 

cede more sovereignty.xvi  

 

b. Ideological sympathy with the infringing government’s substantive political 

objectives (e.g. institutional capture). The illiberal programmes of governments 

in Hungary and Poland are closely related and other governments in the region 

have implemented policies with similar democractic backsliding effects, flirting 

with the same kinds of ideology. This sympathy spills over to certain groups 

within Western Member States. Consequently, Hungary anticipated in 2016 that 

it would use its veto to block any sanctions against Poland, arguing that a 

campaign of inquisition against Poland will never succeed, because Hungary will 

resort to all the legal mechanisms offered by the European Union in order to show 

its solidarity with the Polish people (Orbán, 2017). Whilst ideology explains 

mutual support in the case of few governments, other factors concur to explain 

the larger constituency opposed to sanctions from national governments.  
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c. Support as anticipated self-defence. Central and Eastern European governments 

have prevented, voted against or being reluctant to show support for enforcement 

actions against Poland and Hungary. The governments of Czechia, Croatia and 

Slovakia thus joined Hungary to oppose calling the first Article 7 hearing on Poland 

in June 2018. The Bulgarian government (which abstained) appealed for solidarity 

with Poland because it perceived the process as the first in a series of attacks on 

Central and Eastern European Member States.xvii Both the Presidencies of 

Bulgariaxviii and Romania dragged their feet in the Article 7 procedure but also even 

in the very gentle Dialogue, which they did not convene. Finally, the three Baltic 

states aired their desire to vote against the Commission’s proposal on Poland if it 

were put to a vote. The latter may have been motived by fears of potential spill-

over into some of their domestic policies which could equally have come under 

scrutiny if respect for Article 2 values were tested more stringently. Other 

governments, such as Malta’s, have also maintained a reluctant stance because of 

similar concerns. 

 

The pro-enforcement group of governments involves almost exclusively Western 

European states. In 2013, the governments of Germany, the Netherlands and Finland 

demanded stronger EU mechanisms for the RoL protection.xix The Commission strategy 

of forcing the Council to debate RoL breaches through its Framework recommendations 

and the more decisive triggering of Article 7 has caused the number of governments 

supporting more assertive action to grow. In 2017 a majority of Member States criticised 

Poland for its behaviour and lack of cooperation with the Commission (Maas, 2017; 

Macron, 2017). Only Hungary, Czechia and the United Kingdom directly or indirectly 
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supported Poland’s position. The increase in critical governmental declarations 

regarding RoL offenders shows that the procedure has had the effect of slowly 

transforming the perceptions of some governments. Even though this change fell far 

short of sanctions, the continuation of the procedure is essential to sustain momentum. 

Hence, facing the lack of progress during 2019, a joint Franco-German statement called 

for a new hearing after the 2019 EP elections.xx As for the other institutions, the 

prevailing institutional conditions permitted the emergence of logics that tended to 

block sanctions but also allowed some meagre progress. 

 

7. Conclusion: institutional interactions and EU sanctions regime 

 

This paper has established that the logics that govern the three (i.e. EP, 

Commission and Council) EU institutions paradoxically lead to a lesser sanctioning 

activity that its supranational features may anticipate. The institutional design of Article 

7 constructs a non-jurisdictional sanctions mechanism depending finally on national 

governments’ willingness to enforce it and assume its costs. But even EU supranational 

institutions have modelled EU’s sanctioning capacity: the EP has accommodated its 

actions to the logic of partisanship whilst the calculus of obtaining compliance and the 

preservation of the system have conditioned Commission’s actions. Leaving aside the 

specific CJEU decisions, the compliance dilemma informs the overall system: in the 

absence of real material coercion, voluntary compliance is the most secure and almost 

only way to correct offences against EU values. Whilst so far, no Member State has 

challenged the authority of the CJEU, some governments have hinted at it. And why 
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would offenders against RoL respect judgments where compliance depends precisely on 

adherence to the rule of law? 

Beyond institutional design, the EU’s legal structure adds a further limitation to 

sanctioning actions: policies which could be used as sanctions mechanisms (such as 

trade restrictions) are internal policies governed by specific treaty rules. While there 

may be some leeway (for instance, regarding conditionality in structural funds), the 

legality of any sanctions does not only need to be checked against Article 7 but also 

against the specific treaty rules and secondary legislation which govern specific policy 

areas. Given that these were in no way conceived as potential sanctions mechanisms, it 

is doubtful that using specific policies as such would survive a legal challenge before the 

CJEU.  
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